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Description:
Wild Rose Desk/Room tidy
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Faby Reilly Designs

This pretty desk tidy is embellished on all four sides with a cross stitch border motif featuring a wild rose and
rosehips. In the center is a large rose in full bloom,  petals opening to reveal its golden pistils. It will look perfect in
a bedroom or a bathroom, and will be handy to place precious earrings and tiny bracelets.

 

A  talented cross stitch designer with great artistic sense, Faby Reilly cleverly combines cross stitch, backstitch
and beading to capture the frailty of the wild rose.

 

A tutorial is included with the chart for mounting the desk tidy.

 

The finished item is 5 x 5 inch (on 32ct fabric, stitched over 2).

 

Mix and Match! There are many other items (sold separately) in the Wild rose collection, including a glasses case as
well as a series of needlework accessories.

A cross stitch pattern by Faby Reilly Designs.

>> see more patterns by Faby Reilly Designs
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Wild Rose Desk tidy

Chart size in stitches: 2 x (140 x 140)

Needlework fabric: Linen or Evenweave

Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch, 

Chart: Color

Threads: DMC, DMC Diamant metallic

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/faby-reilly-designs-wild-rose-desk-tidy-cross-stitch-xml-296_392-2889.html


Number of colors:14

Other Supplies: Mill Hills seed beads

Themes: Flower, pistils,  

 

>> see all Wild rose patterns by Faby Reilly Designs
>> see all patterns with objects to make (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.
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